
Guide for Your Cardboard 
Member of Congress 

PURPOSE OF THE PLAN 
Your Member of Congress’ (MoC)  reputation for eluding the public is fast becoming their 

signature characteristic.  The purpose of your Cardboard MoC is to starkly highlight 

their absence. Indivisible / Activist Groups across your state will take the Cardboard MoC 

to the streets of your state's cities and towns and station your cardboard cutout for 

citizens to ask their questions. Of course you’ll film all of it and aim to attract more 

media attention to the MoC’s notable absence. You may not have any access to the real 

MoC, but your Cardboard version is ready and willing to be seen with us in public. 

Cardboard MoC events are fun and effective.  2 ½ weeks after launching Colorado’s 

Cardboard Campaign, Cory Gardner (their absentee senator) scheduled 3 town halls.  In 

order for these events to be effective you need to control the narrative.  Remember our 

2D MoC are showing up to listen.  We don’t want to shame or mistreat them.  
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THE BASICS 
 

● Pick a time frame for all of your  events to occur in.  1 month should give suffice 
time for each city to get 2-4 events in. 

 
● Send out a press release to the local media about your campaign, be sure to 

include the full calendar events.  Colorado had the media come out and find them! 
 

● Station your Cardboard MoC at public events across the state. Art Walks, Farmer 
Markets, Music in the Park events tend to draw a big crowds and are on public 
ground.  

 
● Groups will post public Facebook events for when and where to find their 

Cardboard MoC’s which allows: 
○ group members to come out and support the action 
○ Invite partnered activist groups to come out as well 

 
● Film  questions from members of the public and activist groups; more about these 

videos later 
 
 

● Have Media release forms signed.  This allows you to look into making a 
commercial highlighting your MoC absence during election time.  

*Depending on the  number of groups participating you may need to buy multiple 
cardboard cutouts.  It is suggested that they are all the same pictures and dimensions 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 

Get Set to Launch Your Cardboard MoC Campaign 
First you will want to identify any indivisible and resistance groups from other cities you 
have cultivated relationships with.  Inform them of your Cardboard campaign and invite 
them to join you.  You can coordinate with many groups in one city, but it is best to 
identify 1 group / person from each city to lead the efforts for their area. 
 
Once your leads are identified you will: 

● Decide how you want to pay for your cardboard cutouts 
○ Each city buy their own 
○ Ask other progressive / activist groups to sponsor (ie Progress Now, OFA, 

etc.) 
○ Group fundraising / crowdfund 

● Choose a time frame for your events to be hosted within (3 - 6 weeks) 
● Reach out to all other indivisible and resistance groups that you work with to help 

promote and support your events 
● Create a public calendar of events to share with each-other and the media  

○ in order to keep the appearance of a listening tour try to not have lots of 
overlapping events 

● Create a Twitter account for your Cardboard MoC and identify 1 - 3 people to 
maintain it 

● Identify a Hashtag to be used in Tweets 
● Create relevant sample questions for people to ask your Cardboard MoC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 

SAMPLE LANGUAGE 
EVENT DESCRIPTION 

 
 

EVENT TITLE: Cardboard Cory on the Street: NoBo Arts District  
EVENT TIME: 5-8PM, Friday, August 4th 
EVENT LOCATION: 13th and Broadway, Boulder, CO 
EVENT DESCRIPTION: Senator Cory Gardner’s reputation for eluding the public is becoming legendary. But 
*Cardboard* Cory understands that listening is a part of the job of being a public servant. Join members of several 
local progressive action groups in Boulder to ask Cardboard Cory YOUR question, since it isn’t likely that the real 
Senator Gardner will be around in August for a public forum. 
 
Questions about the environment, public lands, healthcare, policing, money in politics, the preservation of democratic 
ideals, foreign influence on our elections, net neutrality? 
 
As part of a month long tour across the entire state of Colorado, in 7+ cities, Cardboard Cory will seek constituent 
input in an open, public setting at NoBo First Fridays Art Walk on August 4 (EXACT LOCATION TBD) from 5-8PM, 
and we’ll have a camera on hand to film all the questions Cardboard Cory gets. We'll post those videos to twitter in 
hopes that the real senator will have a chance to observe the full breadth and scope of real, pressing questions that 
the people he represents have for him. 
 
Come down and show your support for this activity, and share this event with your network. See you there! 
 
--- 
Cardboard Cory's Statewide August tour is currently happening in 6 cities - Aurora, Boulder, Colorado Springs, 
Denver, Grand Junction, Greeley, and Pueblo, with many other locations to follow. He's free-standing, easy to carry, 
and he's ready to do all the listening. 
 

 

 



 

Hashtag for twitter: #wherescory 
Follow @cardboardcoryco on twitter 

SAMPLE LANGUAGE 
EMAIL INVITING OTHER GROUPS IN YOUR AREA TO SUPPORT 

Hey [NAME]! 

So we have this cardboard [Your MoC] campaign we're cooking up... for the entire month of 

[MONTH]. There will be [#] cities involved and [YOUR CITY] is one. [YOUR GROUP NAME] is 
going to have a lifesize cardboard cutout of the [senator / representative], and we are focusing 
on [CITY] for 3-4 events where we can station him out in the public to receive questions. 

We will post the events in advance and let members come meet us during the times we have 

him out there, and we'll film all the questions we get. best part is that this is statewide, so folks in 
[OTHER PARTICIPATING CITIES] are all doing this during [MONTH]. 

Would [THEIR GROUP NAME] be interested in being a partner for the [CITY] event(s)? That 

would involve promoting the events to your members, encouraging them to come out, and 
maybe helping out at one of the events (i.e., standing with Cory, manning a camera). 

This will take place during the whole month of [MONTH], but since it's [#] cities, we'll only do 3-4 

actual events in [CITY], as I mentioned above. Cardboard [MoC] needs to meet a lot of people 
across the state χ 

Thanks and let me know!! 

[YOUR NAME] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SAMPLE LANGUAGE 
SAMPLE FACEBOOK TEASER POST 

 

SAMPLE POST FOR ANNOUNCING CARDBOARD MoC (for Facebook, eblast, etc) 

Use this text to post about the campaign to your group. Feel free to change and edit as you 

like. 

TITLE: OFFICIAL CARDBOARD [MoC] CAMPAIGN ANNOUNCEMENT 

TEXT: “It’s been too long,” says Cardboard [MoC] , a parody version of the real 

[senator / representative], “since I’ve held open, public discourse with the people. 

I’m ready to get out there and field the hundreds of questions that I know 

Colorado constituents have.” 

>>> public calendar / website <<< 

While real [MoC] reputation for eluding the public is fast becoming his/her 

signature characteristic, *Cardboard* MoC is hitting the streets on a statewide 

tour. Real MoC last publicly held event (where anyone was welcome, not just 

employees of a selected business or paid ticket holders) was [#] DAYS AGO. 

Probably just a slow year? No! 

In response, for the entire month of August, Indivisible and other resistance 

groups across [YOUR STATE] will be supporting Cardboard MoC in his / her truly 

noble endeavor to reach constituents across our great state. Cardboard Cory will 

be found on the streets of some of [YOUR STATES] largest cities, ready to take 

questions by the hundreds. Of course we’ll film every last one. [#] cities are 

launch-point venues for this epic tour - [LIST OF PARTICIPATING CITIES] All 

events can be found at [Public Calendar / Website]. 

[YOUR GROUP NAME] is taking the lead for [NAME OF REGION], along with 

[OTHER GROUP PARTNERS]. We’d like for you to do a few things to support this 

massive, unique campaign:  

[POLL] 

 

 



 

● Follow @CardboardCoryCO on twitter 

● Check out the events in our Facebook group and share them widely with 

your networks 

● Volunteer to help at an event (PM me) 

● Take a look at gardnertownhall.com for the FULL listing of events. Check 

often! 

SAMPLE LANGUAGE 
SAMPLE TEASER TWEETS 

SAMPLE TWEETS TO PROMOTE THE CARDBOARD TOUR 
Use these tweets to promote the CARDBOARD campaign and encourage your twitter 

followers to come out and support your event(s). 

 

[LIST PARTICIPATING CITIES] just the first 7 of probably MANY city stops for 

@Cardboardtwitterhandle [public calendar link] 

 

MoC (still) won't meet with his constituents, but @Cardboardtwitterhandle is standing by 

#hashtag [public calendar link] 

 

MoC hasn't hosted a townhall in over [#] days but it doesn’t mean there aren’t questions 

2 be asked #hashtag [public calendar link] 

 

#% of voters approve of @realMoC. @Cardboardtwitterhandle is working hard for your 

approval. #hashtag [public calendar link] 

 

MoC is fast growing a rep for eluding the public, but @Cardboardtwittterhandle  knows 

what it takes #hashtag [public calendar link] 

 

 

 



.@real MoC may not take time to listen to you, but @Cardboardtwitterhandle is on the 

front lines. #hashtag [public calendar link] 

 

.@Cardboardtwitterhandle launches a statewide tour, launching from # cities. Think he’ll 

/ she’ll see @realMoc along the way? #hashtag [public calendar link] 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 



 

 

Event Outline: From Start To Finish 

Being a cardboard cutout guardian is a big responsibility.  Remember your 2D 

MoC is the good guy, and you need to protect them.  Think of them as your 

child.  You want to keep your eyes on your Cardboard Cutout at all times, you 

don’t want anybody walking off with them or posting unsavory pictures.  It is 

important that you control the narrative of this campaign and don’t contribute to 

your MoC’s negative campaign against your cause.  

Also remember you are taking your MoC to the public.  Not everybody is paying 

attention the way you are, so it may be more challenging than you think to get 

questions from the crowd.  That’s ok, you are doing many things that don’t make 

film at these events; like educating the public on how your senator is not showing 

up.  You are also there as a representative of your group and cause so this is a 

great opportunity to promote and educate the public in a fun way. 

Here is what event day will look like from start to finish: 

1. You will arrive to your event 15 minutes before your volunteers 

● Choose your set-up spot after observing lighting, crowd flow, and ease of 

finding location 

● Take a picture of your cardboard cutout in your location, with an easy to 

identify marker when possible (a statue, building. structure, etc) 

● Tweet your picture with proper hashtags and add it to your FB event 

2. Prepare your volunteers 

● 2 people will be on cardboard duty. One person will film and one will 

support your cardboard cutout (they tend to be weak in the knees) 

● 1 person will be in charge of the media release forms 

● Any extra volunteers will ‘work the crowd’.  Not everybody is as aware as 

you are and they don’t know what is going on.  They will have questions 

about what and why you are doing this. 

 

 



3. Invite people to come and ask your absentee MoC questions (you may feel a bit 

like a carnival barker) 

● Everybody has a different comfort level, so be sure to respect that.  Have 

sample questions ready and poster board to use as cue cards 

● A crowd attracts a crowd.  Invite other resistance groups to visit 

throughout the day. 

● Keep all videos on one camera / phone 

● Allow EVERYBODY to ask questions, even supporters of your MoC.  Do not 

portray supports in a negative or shameful way (we go high) 

4. Clean-up leaving no trace 

5. Get home and get to Tweeting 

● Review video’s before you Tweet them to be sure they are respectful and of 

good quality 

● Tweet videos from your group's twitter account and have your Cardboard 

MoC retweet the video’s 

6. Celebrate a good event 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

TOOLKITS: PREPARING FOR YOUR EVENT(S) 
#1: PREP AND SUPPLIES 

● Cardboard MoC is like a child - keep your eyes on him at all times! With so 

many events and various volunteers, please take good care of your cardboard 

senator. Don’t let him “wander off”; always know where he’s going, and who he’s 

going with, and when he’ll be back. (seriously! Replacement cost for a Cardboard 

MoC is $$$ and a wait of about 3 days. More importantly, though, you don’t want 

him to be place in compromising positions or taking pics that you wouldn’t be 

proud of being “out there”). 

● Pick staging areas that are open to the public (parks, etc), or seek appropriate 

permission to be on-site; we want to highlight that MoC should be in public places 

since he currently isn’t! 

● Recruit 1-4 volunteers to be with you at each event - someone to handle the 

camera and tweet, someone to help coach and encourage people, etc. 

● Invite a voter registration org to come out to your event(s) and get people 

registered! 

● Read the best practices (below) on filming and tweeting your videos/pics 

 

● WHAT TO BRING: 

○ Camera + tripod (tripod is optional; camera can be a simple phone camera) 

○ Cardboard Cory of course 

○ A copy of the sample questions to help folks ask good, solid Qs 

○ A clipboard to hold the release/signup form  

○ Pens for people to sign the release/signup form 

○ Printed 11 x 17 Sign “Ask Me Your Questions” 

○ Printed “Follow Me” promotional sign with Hashtags, Public Calendar, 

and Twitter Handle 

○ *Release/signup form (these will allow you not only to secure permission 

for the videos you take, but ALSO to gather emails from folks who want to 

stay in touch with your actions in the future - win!) 

*Media Release Copy. 

 

 



 

**Here's a handy "go bag" with a pic and listing of all the items you'll need 

TOOLKITS: PREPARING FOR YOUR EVENT(S) 
#2: QUESTION BANK FOR CARDBOARD CORY 
Create extensive question sheets to avoid duplicate questions.  Some suggested topics 

include: 

● ENVIRONMENT 

 

● HEALTHCARE 

 
● TRUMP/RUSSIA 

 
● WHITE SUPREMACIST TERRORISM 

 

● PUBLIC EDUCATION 

 
● TRAVEL BAN/IMMIGRATION 

 
● WORKERS’ RIGHTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

TOOLKITS: PREPARING FOR YOUR EVENT(S) 
#3: VIDEO BEST PRACTICES 

● ADVICE FOR THE PEOPLE ASKING QUESTIONS: 

○ State their first name 

○ State their zip code 

○ Speak loudly/project voice 

○ Have them keep their question under a minute. Under 30 seconds, even 

better! 

○ Direct the question TO Cardboard Cory 

○ Be specific and targeted with the question - a question they would REALLY 

ask the senator if they could 

○ Sign the media release/signup form 

 

● ADVICE FOR PEOPLE FILMING...VISUAL: 

○ Have folks fill out the media release/signup form after they have filmed 

their question 

○ Stand close enough to hear 

○ Lighting is important, as there can be a glare off of the cardboard 

○ Always try to get the most interesting backdrop 
○ For those that can’t get video, get a photo instead and take notes on their 

question - still highly shareable! 
○ Do NOT film or photograph your Cardboard MoC in demeaning or 

compromising positions/situations. He is innocent! 

○ Do NOT post questions that verbally insult the MoC ad hominem. That 

doesn’t help our cause at all. 

 

● ADVICE FOR PEOPLE FILMING...AUDIO: 

○ Make sure you can hear the person’s question while filming! 

○ Don’t film near very loud external sounds 

○ Try to stay out of the wind (which can make it hard to hear audio) 

 

 



 TOOLKITS: PREPARING FOR YOUR EVENT(S) 
#4: TWEETING/POSTING 

● Tweet out your videos and pics via your group’s official twitter handle so we 

can find them 

● Summarize in text very briefly the question that was asked for each video; The 

most retweeted/liked tweets are the ones that add in a quote from the video 

(because many people don't view vids, or they view them on mute)  

● Direct your tweeted questions to @realMoC, since they are the real person who 

needs to see these vids 

● Use #hashtag  and  #localpoliticalmedia and any of the hashtags for issue that the 

question covers (i.e., #SaveMedicaid) 

● Adding in @Cardboardtwitterhandle is fine, but the Cardboard Twitter team will 

be following all the lead groups and retweeting them 

● Tag in local news media to both your posted videos, and your upcoming events 

● Please tweet out your upcoming events in advance as well  

 

EXAMPLE TWEET 
 

 

 

 

 

 



● POSTING ON SAME DAY 

○ Works if you don’t have a ton of people with questions 

○ Use the twitter advice above for tweeting out 

 

● SENDING VIDS FROM YOUR GROUP'S TWITTER  INSTEAD 

○ If you can’t tweet your videos, or need help, you can send your videos to 

THE MoC: 

■ Download the WeTransfer app 

■ Upload videos one by one, or in bulk 

■ Send to your group's email 

■ You will need to label them for us so we know where they are 

coming from 

■ Your Group can post them for you via our twitter account 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://wetransfer.com/


 
Copy of Media Release Form 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Go-Bag Snapshot 

 

 

 

 


